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Abstract—High-efficiency built-in redundancy 

analysis (BIRA) is presented. The proposed BIRA 

uses three techniques to achieve a high repair rate 

using spare mapping registers with adjustable fault 

tags to reduce area overhead. Simulation results show 

that the proposed BIRA is a reasonable solution for 

embedded memories.    
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rate, area overhead, embedded memory    

I. INTRODUCTION 

Embedded memories will continue to dominate the 

increasing system-on-a-chip (SoC) area in the future. The 

yield of an SoC is dominated by the yield of the memory 

cores in the chip [1]. A built-in self-repair (BISR) 

technique can enhance the yield of embedded memories. 

The most commonly used repair scheme is two-

dimensional (2D) redundancy, which is composed of 

spare rows and spare columns. The optimal redundancy 

analysis (RA) problem for memories with 2D 

redundancy is known as NP-complete. Some heuristic 

built-in redundancy analysis (BIRA) approaches have 

been proposed as part of BISR, including CRESTA [2], 

LRM [3], ESP [3], and BRANCH [4]. CRESTA uses 

several parallel sub-analyzers to evaluate all possible 

repair solutions and produces the optimal repair rate. 

However, its area overhead is too large to be applied to 

memories with many spares. The LRM and ESP methods 

require relatively low storage for failure information, but 

they cannot guarantee a high repair rate compared with 

those of other RA algorithms. BRANCH achieves the 

optimal repair rate with an exhaustive search algorithm. 

In order to reduce the analysis time, all detected faults 

are stored in content addressable memories (CAMs). 

However, the fault-storing CAM structure results in high 

area overhead. 

A novel BIRA for embedded memories is proposed 

with a high repair rate and low area overhead. The 

proposed BIRA performs the RA process using spare 

mapping registers with fault tags. To reduce the area 

overhead, a detected fault is directly stored in a spare 

mapping register without using a bitmap, and the number 

of fault tags is adjustable. The repair rate of the proposed 

BIRA using three techniques is much higher than that of 

LRM, and the area overhead of the proposed BIRA is 

similar to that of ESP. Therefore, the proposed BIRA is a 

very efficient solution for repairing embedded memories. 

In Section II, the proposed BIRA is illustrated with a 

detailed example. Simulation results of repair rates and 

area overhead are shown in Section III. Finally, Section 

IV concludes the letter. 

II. PROPOSED BIRA ALGORITHM 

The use of a BIRA results in additional cost because of 

area overhead. Reduced area overhead clearly decreases 

the overall cost of chip production. Since the proposed 

BIRA uses simple spare mapping registers with 

adjustable fault tags, the area overhead can be 

considerably reduced compared with those of previous 

RA algorithms. Fig. 1 shows the structure of the spare 

mapping registers for the proposed BIRA with RS spare 
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rows and CS spare columns. The number of spare row 

(column) mapping registers is the same as the value of RS 

(CS). If a detected fault, which does not share a row or 

column address with other existing faults, is repaired by 

a spare row (column), the addresses of the fault are 

stored in Row_Addr (Col_Addr) and T0_Col_Addr 

(T0_Row_Addr). If a detected fault shares a row (column) 

address, the column (row) address of the fault is inserted 

into T1_Col_Addr (T1_Row_Addr). Since the address of 

the fault is recorded at the fault tag address without 

duplication, the count (Cnt), which counts the repeated 

fail address, is needed to determine the value of the must-

repair flag (M). Since the must-repair is considered, the 

maximal numbers of fault tags, TC and TR, are 

represented by CS and RS, respectively. Enable flags (E 

and Ti) are set to 1 when the pertinent address is used. 

When a spare is used for repairing faults during the RA 

process, the decision is not changed in the previous BIRA 

algorithms. Unlike the previous BIRAs, the decision in the 

proposed BIRA can be changed by using three techniques 

for achieving a high repair rate, as follows. 

� Conversion: When a single cell fault is repaired by 

a spare row (column), if a newly detected fault 

shares a column (row) address with the single cell 

fault and there is an available spare column (row), 

both faults are repaired by a spare column (row) 

instead of a spare row (column). 

� Swap: When a fault is detected, if it is not repaired 

by pre-allocated spare lines and there is no available 

spare line, it can be repaired by swapping a spare 

row and a spare column. 

� Inclusion: If all faults repaired by a spare line are 

covered by other spare lines, the spare line is no 

longer required for fault repair. 

The BISR flow with the proposed BIRA is shown in 

Fig. 2. If a fault which is not repaired by a must-repair 

spare line is detected by the built-in self test, the 

incoming fault is compared with previously stored spare 

allocation addresses. If there is no matched spare 

allocation address, the incoming fault is stored in more 

available spare line after the conversion check, as shown 

in Fig. 2(a). However, if no spare line is available, the 

fault can be stored in a fault tag using the swap technique 

when the swapped spare lines share a spare row or a 

spare column with the incoming fault, as shown in Fig. 

2(b). If a spare allocation address is matched with the 

row address or the column address of the incoming fault, 

the fault is handled according to must-repair checks. 

After the incoming fault is recorded, the inclusion 

technique is applied for efficient use of redundancies, as 

shown in Fig. 2(c). 

Fig. 3 shows an example of the proposed BIRA using 

an 8 by 8 memory block with 2 spare rows and 3 spare 

columns. In Fig. 3(a), when the fourth fault is detected, 

conversion occurs because the row address of the fourth 

fault is the same as that of the first fault. After the fifth 

and sixth faults are repaired by two spare columns, all the 

faults (#1 and #4) repaired by the second spare row are 

covered by the two spare columns; namely, inclusion 

occurs, as shown in Fig. 3(b). Since the second spare row 

is no longer used, it is available for next fault. When the 

 

Fig. 2. BISR flow with the proposed BIRA. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Structure of the spare mapping registers. 
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tenth fault is detected, there is no available spare. 

However, the tenth fault can be repaired by using swap 

technique. The tenth fault is repaired by swapping the 

first spare row and the second spare column, as shown in 

Fig. 3(c). Finally, after all the faults are processed, the 

repair solution is immediately determined because 

Row_Addr (Col_Addr) of each spare row (column) 

mapping register is the address of the repair solution. 

III. SIMULATION RESULTS 

Fig. 4 and 5 present the simulation results of the 

proposed BIRA compared with those of previous BIRAs. 

The size of the targeted memory blocks is 1,024 by 1,024, 

and the number of each fault tag is 2. To compare the 

normalized repair rates, each simulation was repeated 

10,000 times for the number of randomly injected faults, 

which consisted of 37.07% faulty rows, 37.03% faulty 

columns, and 25.90% single cell faults. When a fault is 

generated, the chances of conversion, swap, and 

inclusion occurring in the fault distribution are 6.77%, 

2.39%, and 0.32%, respectively. The normalized repair 

rates of CRESTA and BRANCH are 100% because their 

repair rates are optimal. Although the repair rate of the 

proposed BIRA is not optimal, it is much higher than 

those of ESP and LRM, as shown in Fig. 4. For other 

various cases, the repair rate of the proposed BIRA is 

always much higher than that of ESP and it is mostly 

much higher than that of LRM. We compared the area 

overhead with the number of spares in Fig. 5. The area 

overhead is estimated by using the same way as in [3, 4]. 

The area of storage requirement is a little bit less than 

that of the whole BIRA because of logic blocks; however, 

the area of storage cells dominates that of the BIRA. The 

area overhead of the proposed BIRA is much smaller 

than those of CRESTA, LRM, and BRANCH and similar 

to that of ESP, as shown in Fig. 5. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The proposed BIRA with a high repair rate and low 

area overhead was presented. The three techniques of 

conversion, swap, and inclusion are used to achieve a 

high repair rate, and spare mapping registers with 

adjustable fault tags are used to minimize area overhead. 

In RA algorithms, there are trade-offs between repair 

rates and area overhead. The proposed BIRA has 

advantages in both of these areas. Therefore, the 

proposed BIRA is very suitable for embedded memories. 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of normalized repair rates (RS=CS=4, 

TC=TR=2). 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of area overhead (TC=TR=2). 

 

 

Fig. 3. An example of the proposed BIRA (TC=TR=2). 
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